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Abstract(
This research was conducted to construct guidelines for future research by investigating the 
perceived influence of crosstalk-neutralization in drum replacements.  A drum pattern was 
recorded on an acoustic drum kit and reconstructed by using drum replacements of samples 
from the same drum kit. A small experiment was conducted were trained listeners who are 
used to hear drums during a recording session had to describe the difference between the 
acoustic performance and the sampled replica. Results from the experiment were coded by 
VPA and showed that the greatest difference between the acoustic performance and sampled 
replica were the acoustic properties of the drum kit. A refined set of stimuli was designed to 
improve the acoustic properties of the sampled replicas by blending different sources of 
crosstalk. A larger experiment was conducted to investigate if trained listeners would show a 
preference of crosstalk when evaluating the believability and production value of drum 
replacements in music production. The results showed that trained listeners does not have a 
preference regarding the production value of drum replacements but does consider crosstalk 
from snare drum as improving the believability in drum replacements.  
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1.!Introduction!
As experienced by the author of this work, the implementation of drum replacements seems to 
be a quite controversial topic when discussed among drummers and audio 
engineers/producers. Some seems to argue that drum replacements deteriorates the musical 
expressions and flaws within a human played-drum performance, making it sound artificial 
rather than organic and believable. Others argue that drum replacements enables consistency 
to a poorly executed performance and a higher grade of basic audio quality, which would be 
considered more desirable from a technical point of view. Some even argue that the time 
restrains in modern audio production has made drum replacements highly desirable because 
of its time efficiency and diversity. Engineers, producers and musicians all needs to consider 
these trade offs, control versus believability.  
One of the differences between an acoustic drum performance and drum replacements that 
seems to be overlooked when discussing believability is the absence of crosstalk (Also 
commonly known as leakage) between individual drums in a drum setup, post drum 
replacements. Crosstalk is a phenomenon were audio sources other than the desired source is 
recorded into the desired source’s designated microphone. This information is removed when 
utilizing drum replacements. This work investigates if there is a connection between the 
perceived believability and crosstalk-neutralization in drum replacements when letting a 
group of individuals who are used to hear drums in a recording situation evaluate stimuli.  

1.2(Background(
In this day and age, music production in domestic environments has become more common. 
The increasing processing power of the average computer and the access to affordable audio 
equipment have made it possible to perform most of the recording and post-processing 
necessary to produce a professional sounding product in digital workstations (DAW) without 
the needs of large-scale recording facilities and expensive outboard gear (Persson, 2006). 
Using software instruments to compensate for the lack of skill, time or access to 
space/gear/musicians, in order to simulate different instruments in a musical arrangement, has 
become common as can be inferred from the large number of commercially produced 
software instrument and sample libraries that have become available for project studio, semi-
professional use. Many DAWs come bundled with several such libraries. 
 
These tools have led to new techniques for developing rhythmical elements, ranging from 
fully synthetic drum parts generated by computer software to highly controllable samples 
triggered by acoustic performances referred to as “Drum replacements” (Barański, 
Piotrowski, Plewa ,2013).  
Drum replacements can be utilized in a recording scenario when trying to fix musical 
imperfections caused by physical constrains among the musicians ability to execute a musical 
piece with consistency necessary to maintain stability in the rhythmic foundation, or to simply 
replace the timbre of a drum such that it creates a musical whole with other instruments. It 
benefits from multi-sample technology in order to recreate the performance using detection 
algorithms to track each event on discrete drums (i.e. each stroke on separate drums on a 
drum-kit). Examples of commercially available drum replacement-applications are Steven 
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slate drums’s “Trigger” and Wavemachine Lab’s “Drumagog” (Steven slate drums, 2015 & 
Wavemachine Lab, 2015).  

1.3(How(does(it(work?(
The recorded acoustic performance is used as a trigger for the detection algorithms, which 
converts the transients of the recorded performance’s waveform into values. These values 
contain information such as, amplitude, timing, pitch etc. and are used to trigger a multi-
sample. The multi-sample contains a number of sub-samples: variety of strokes and velocity-
levels. These can be looked upon as a grid with the variety samples on the x-axis and velocity 
levels on the y-axis (see Fig. 1.) each velocity-level holds several variety-samples to prevent 
repetition if the same velocity-level are triggered subsequently to each other. Depending on 
the value captured by the detection algorithm, different sub-samples will be triggered. I.e. if 
the algorithm emits a low value, it plays a sub-sample of a light stroke (It shall be noted that 
the accent of the “light” stroke depends on the content of the multi-sample decided by its 
creator). If there would be a value closely related to the same sub-sample, subsequent to the 
previous one, the same velocity-level would be played but with an different variety-sample.  
 
In depth, this use of sample-technology 
enables the user to manipulate pre-recorded 
material that lacks consistency in the 
recorded performance (pitch-consistency, 
dynamic-consistency etc.) as well as a state 
of extensive control where different drums 
in an arrangement can be processed 
discretely with minimal impact on other 
closely located drum components/events 
due to the absence of crosstalk-interference. 
Samples can also be used to improve 
frequency content and emphasize certain 
attributes of the characteristics when mixed 
together with the original recordings.  

 
Despite the power of these technologies and 
techniques, listeners with experience in music production or extensive musical training might 
often recognize these samples artificiality or overall fake sounding (less believable than either 
the original recording or the expected behavior of an acoustic drum kit) even if they are of 
high quality (Kin, Szmal, 1994 via Barański et al, 2013). In the literature and in production 
practice, the term “believable” is used in different ways to suggest different characteristics of 
the drum and performance. There are several interpretations that might refer to the same 
phenomenon and could be used to create a broader explanation of its meaning in different 
contexts. Stated below are a couple of examples that describes the same phenomenon but in 
different scenarios where believability is either achieved by certain qualities or lacking due to 
certain qualities: 
 

Fig. 1, visual example of a sample-grid, each 
velocity-level holds a number of variety-samples. 
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- Naturalness  
Stables, Bullock and Williams (2011) refers to believability as naturalness and claims that the 
sense of naturalness in a synthesized generated drum representation are lost due to poorly 
represented timing and dynamic variations. The performance is perceived less natural when 
the hit detection doesn’t correlate with human timing deviations. 
 
- Unnatural  
When utilizing drum replacement techniques, Barański et al. (2013) states that, changing 
entire components on a sequence of pre-recorded material may cause an unnatural timbre due 
to the exclusion of original component-characteristics.  

 
 

In order for the test-participants to be able to evaluate believability for this work, an 
investigation was made on possible definitions. It’s important to investigate what the target 
population associates with the word believability when confronted with this type of 
replacement-scenario in order to extract relevant and ecologically valid data.   

 
1.4 Crosstalk and Believability 
When utilizing drum replacement techniques, Barański et al.(2013) states that, changing 
entire components (i.e. rack toms, snare drum, kick drum etc.) on a sequence of prerecorded 
material may create an unnatural timbre due to the exclusion of the original drum 
characteristics, such as decay-time, sustain of the drum etc. Preserving balanced timbre and 
dynamics to unify the pulse of a drum is, according to the authors, necessary to avoid artificial 
expressions that unveil the samples. Even though the main focus of Barański, Piotrowski and 
Plewa’s work are on the behavior of detection algorithms, the discussion regarding the 
preservation of original drum characteristics post-sampling, might be of equal importance 
when discussing other parameters that might be affected by drum replacement. One of these 
parameters is cross-talk interference. The presence of cross-talk interference between drum 
components is nonexistent in the sampling process and therefor the drum performance will 
probably lack this information once the original recording been replaced by the samples. 
There’s a possibility that cross-talk interference may create an interconnection between the 
timbral-characteristics of closely related drum components when mixed together (Rumsey & 
McCormick, 2009) and its presence could be of great importance when grading the 
believability. 

 

1.5(Crosstalk(and(Crosstalk<neutralization((
In a drum setup there are often several drums positioned closely to each other and, when 
being played, might cause vibrations in the drums shells, which triggers resonances in other 
closely related drums making them audible in the captured audio signal. The physical distance 
between the microphones’ membrane and the resonating drums causes a difference in the 
waveform’s arrival time to the microphone. This is referred to as comb filtering (Rumsey & 
McCormick 2009), which can deteriorate the audio signal by creating phase 
cancelation/interference in the recorded signal. Drums are often recorded with multiple 
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microphones (Ambience microphones, support-microphones on each individual drumhead 
etc.), which make the presence of crosstalk hard to avoid. This type of recording technique is 
referred to as multi-mono recording. Some authors and engineers (Owsinski, 2009) suggest 
that crosstalk can be used to unify and embellish a performance. Crosstalk-neutralization 
occurs when digital algorithms in drum replacements remove this information. 
 
1.6 Research Question 
The aim of this research is to investigate the influence of crosstalk interference in drum 
recordings that’s been processed by drum replacement. How do experienced listeners’ rate the 
believability on a multi-mono drum performance that’s been replaced with multi-sample 
technology? And are there ways to improve the believability whilst still maintaining the 
benefits of sample technology? 
 

1.7(Slate(digital(Trigger(host(software(
This research used commercially available drum replacement software developed by Steven 
slate drums named “Trigger” (Steven slate drums, 2015) to create stimuli for the experiments. 
The creation process was done according to instructions provided by the developer when 
purchasing the software.  
 

2.!Method
There were two experiments conducted for this work in which the test participants had to 
evaluate the production value and believability of crosstalk-neutralization by comparing 
stimuli created by replacing a acoustic drum kit with triggered samples and describe their 
experiences through a questionnaire.  
The first experiment was conducted to establish if the participants perceived crosstalk-
neutralization at all, as well as elicit descriptors to further understand their experience and 
refine stimuli for the second experiment. The second experiment examined subjects’ 
preferences for different content of crosstalk in a blind test. They evaluated the content both 
in terms of general liking and also believability. They responded to two different questions; 
which would you rather work with from a production perspective? And which do you think 
captures the acoustic properties of the drum kit more accurate?  

Production(value(
It’s not uncommon that engineer’s and producers spend a lot of time in the recording stage of 
production to capture the drum sound that’s most suitable for the material by alternating 
microphones and microphone placements. Adjustments are made to enhance/decrease certain 
qualities of the acoustic behavior of the drums and the ambience of the recording space to find 
a perfect balance. This work is done to apprehend the best possible audio quality before 
mixing the drums. For this work, Production value is defined as the best possible audio 
quality foundation of the drum performance.   
( (
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(

Target(population(
The target population for this research is trained listeners who are used to hearing acoustic 
drums in a recording scenario. The population includes roles like producers, audio engineers 
and drummers, who are all involved in making creative decisions regarding the sound ideal in 
music production scenarios. This research benefits this group by investigating possible side 
effects in techniques that otherwise might be useful for time efficiency as well as basic audio 
quality.   
A pool of subjects representing this population was selected from students of the department 
of arts, communication and education in Piteå, Sweden.  

2.1(Addressing(a(committee(
Because of lack of earlier research within the topic, this work had to establish guidelines that 
may set a basis for methodology in future research. To provide conditions for the research that 
correlates with the field of drum replacement, a committee was advised to verify the 
ecological validity for this work. It was necessary to verify through a committee that the 
quality of the stimuli were directly related to how drum replacements sound in professional 
productions, as well as determining a genre and rhythm that were representative of material 
often found in professional environments. The committee consisted of 6 members, all 
currently active within the field of audio technology. The members were chosen based on 
their credibility as a group familiar with implementation of drum replacement as well as long 
experience in drum recording.   
Their experience level ranged from award-winning producers and audio engineers working as 
session drummers with greater than 20-years of experience in drum recording, to engineers 
with extensive experience in recording and mixing modern rock/metal-music as well as 
developers of commercially available drum sample libraries. Their combined experience 
provided feedback and opinions from all fields within the target population as well as 
extensive insight in creations and implementations of samples for drum replacements. 

2.2(Establishing(a(drum(pattern(
The basis for all the variations in the stimuli is a recording of an acoustic drum kit. To obtain 
the stimulus that represented the typical replaced standard drum kit, a genre where drum 
replacement is commonly used was determined by consulting the committee. The committee 
was asked to exclude genres that demand a high skill-level, such as death metal and speed 
metal and that exceed the dimensions of a five-piece drum kit, which is considered a standard 
of drum setups. These criteria were based upon the skill-level of available drummers for the 
recording of stimuli as well as the potential complexity of drum patterns.  
 
The members of the committee were consulted individually via email communication. They 
did not interact in a discussion among each other when settling for the genre. This resulted in 
a disagreement regarding the genre of choice, which then was discussed in a group until there 
was an agreement on one genre. The committee agreed upon the genre industrial metal in 
which drums are commonly processed and replaced with samples.     
A drummer with experience within industrial metal-music was consulted in constructing a 
drum pattern, which could be considered common of that genre.   
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The drum pattern was designed to fit a standard five-piece drum kit-setup and being played at 
a moderate tempo of 120bpm (Fig. 2). To minimize the coloration of ambience, the pattern 
was constructed to only use one hi-hat cymbal to emphasize sub-divisions. If a set of 
ambience microphones were to be added to the performance, the impact of crosstalk-
neutralization would be harder to distinguish and control.  

2.3(Recording(the(stimuli(
A recording session was conducted at 
a professional recording facility with 
controlled acoustics and a Yamaha 
Maple Custom five-piece drum kit 
(Fig. 3). A drum technician was asked 
to tune the drums to the likings of the 
drummer who verified that the tuning 
was comparable to tunings that’s 
commonly heard in industrial metal-
music.  
 
The selection of microphones used to 
record the drums (Table 2.1) and 
microphone placements were derived 
from literature over the most 
commonly used microphones and 
techniques in drum recordings 
(Owsinski, 2009). Suggested 
microphone placements for the support-microphones were slightly altered in favor of the 
acoustic timbre of each individual drum. Each microphone was configured to capture the 
drums natural characteristics to avoid unnecessary post processing (Equalizers, dynamic 
processing etc.).  

Fig. 2, score sheet of the drum pattern. Notation top to bottom: Hi-hat, 
Rack tom 12”, Floor tom 13”, Snare drum 14”, Floor tom 16”, Kick drum 
22”. 

Fig. 3, Yamaha Custom Maple five-piece drum kit. Image 
showing microphone placements and drum positions.  
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To isolate the Hi-hat cymbal, 
an AKG C414 ULS was used 
in a figure-8 polar pattern to 
reject crosstalk from the closely 
positioned drum components 
(Rumsey & McCormick, 2009).  
The onboard filter-circuit was 
enabled to remove excessive 
low frequency information.  

 
The drum pattern was recorded through a RME Fireface-audio interface into PRO TOOLS 10 
(Avid, 2015) @88.2kHz sample rate, 24-bit depth.   
 
The recorded drum pattern was analyzed together with the drummer to evaluate the amount of 
variations and velocity levels needed to recreate the articulation structure of the performance 
with drum replacements. The aggressive playing style of the acoustic performance made the 
need of high dynamic range in accents redundant within the samples as there were mainly 
high velocity strokes being played in the pattern. The analysis resulted in 3 velocity 
levels/drum to recreate the articulation structure of the acoustic performance. The amount of 
variations within each velocity level was determined according to in which frequency each 
drum was being played throughout the drum pattern, making the kick drum and snare drum 
more dependent on greater variations than the toms.  
 
After the drum pattern was recorded, a series of samples (i.e. separate strokes on each drum 
individually) was recorded with the same setup and drummer at different velocity levels 
through all microphones to capture the acoustics of each individual drum. The drumheads of 
neighboring drums in the kit were mechanically muted with cloth and various damping 
material to prevent resonances from interfering the recording, Table 2.2 shows the final 
velocity levels for each component as well as the amount of variations within each velocity 
level. The stimuli were recorded in mono to remove spatial information that wasn’t relevant 
to the research question.   

# SOURCE MIC CHAR. FILTER 
1 KICK DRUM 22" AUDIX D6 Hyp.Card none 
2 SNARE DRUM 14" SM57 Card none 
3 RACK TOM 12" MD421 Card none 
4 FLOOR TOM 13" MD421 Card none 
5 FLOOR TOM 16" MD421 Card none 
6 HI-HAT C414 ULS Fig. 8 HP@150Hz 

Fig. 5, Front-view of microphone-placements 
Fig. 4, Top-view of microphone placements. 

Table 2.1, Microphone selections for the recording session. 
Microphone characteristics and filter-circuits are presented 
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The committee was consulted to verify that the 
multi-tracks of the drum pattern were balanced 

in PRO TOOLS and that the balance of the 
support-microphones in the drum kit correlated 
with the expected balance of an industrial metal 
drum performance post recording.  

2.4(TCI(Creation(
The samples were then exported into Slate 
Digital’s Trigger Instrument Editor-software 
(Steven slate drums, 2015) to create TCIs’ 
(Trigger compressed instruments) for each drum 
component (Fig. 6). TCI is an extension used by 
Slate Digital’s host-software Trigger, which is 
used to trigger the samples with detection 
algorithms. A total of 5 TCIs’ were created. 
(Table 2.2.)  
 
 
 

2.5(Experiment(1(<(Stimuli(Creation(
A total of 5 mono plug-in instances of Trigger (one for each drum) were applied to the 
recorded multi-tracks in PRO TOOLS 10. The TCIs’ were imported into the Trigger-instance 
that corresponded with each drum-component.  
Using the multi-tracks as sources to trigger the detection algorithm in Trigger, a 
reconstruction was created by using samples instead of the acoustic drums. Some slight 
adjustments had to be made to Trigger’s output due to an automatic attenuation of -6dB in the 
plug-in’s default setting and to compensate, the output was set to +6dB for each instance of 
Trigger.  

Source/TCI Velocity 
Level 

Variations 
(amount) 

Kick drum 22" Maximum 8 

 Medium 8 

 Minimum 3 

   
Snare drum 14" Maximum 7 

 Medium 8 

 Minimum 9 

   
Rack tom 12" Maximum 4 

 Medium 4 

 Minimum 4 

   
Floor tom 13" Maximum 4 

 Medium 4 

 Minimum 4 

   
Floor tim 16" Maximum 4 

 Medium 4 

 Minimum 4 

Table 2.2, Velocity-levels and amount of 
variations for each drum component. These 
were implemented into the Trigger instrument 
editor to create 5 TCIs’ 

Fig 6. Creating TCI for snare drum in Trigger instrument editor.  
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Two excerpts were extracted from the drum pattern (originally performed acoustically and 
now triggered) to create two trials for the experiment. Each excerpt was two measures long. 
Each trial contained two stimuli, one being the original recording and one being a triggered 
version of the same excerpt. Only the crosstalk between two components in the drum kit was 
used in each pair of stimuli, limiting and controlling the affects of the crosstalk that could 
influence the subjects’ evaluations. Trial 1 contained crosstalk between kick drum and snare 
drum and trial 2 contained crosstalk between snare drum and toms. The triggered versions 
(henceforth referred to as replicas) was then recorded into PRO TOOLS and exported as 
mono audio files. Resulting in 4 stimuli labeled A1, B1, A2 and B2 (Table 2.3). The toms 
were merged into a single group of components instead of 3 separate drums, all of which 
potentially could have been affected by cross talk differently, as an effect of the time restrains 
of the research. If the toms were to be evaluated separately, the amount of comparisons would 
exceed the dimensions of developing a method as well as exploring the research question. 

 
 
 
 
The differences in amplitude and energy level between the replica and the original, was 
measured by using metering software Izotope insight (Izotope insight, 2015). Energy and 
amplitude levels are seen in Table 2.4.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
A set of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) spectrograms (Izotope RX4, 2015) is provided to 
visualize the energy distribution in the stimuli (Fig. 7.1 to 7.4). The vertical y-axis represents 
frequency (Hz), the horizontal x-axis represents elapsed time (sec). The saturation of blue to 
yellow represents energy intensity (dBFS), blue being low intensity and yellow being high 
intensity.    

Trial #1 Trial #2 
A1 - Kick and snare w crosstalk A2 - Snare and toms w crosstalk 
B1 - Kick and snare w/o crosstalk B2 - Snare and toms w/o crosstalk 

Stimuli A1 B1 A2 B2   
True Peak Level -7,02 -7,08 -9,56 -9,75 dBFS 
RMS -13,01 -13,65 -15,72 -15,92 dBFS 
Max Momentary loudness -21,6 -22,1 -20,3 -20,1 LUFS 
Max short term loudness 25,1 25,5 -23,3 -24 LUFS 

Table 2.4, Dynamics of the stimuli measured by Izotope Insight 

Table 2.3, Stimuli content for experiment 1. Two trials containing one 
acoustic performance and one replica drawing from different sources 
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Fig 7.2. FFT Spectrogram of B1, replica of A1. See appendix x for higher resolution 

Fig 7.1, FFT Spectrogram of A1, kick drum and snare drum w crosstalk. See appendix A for higher resolution 

Fig 7.2, FFT Spectrogram of A2, snare drum and toms w crosstalk. See appendix C for higher resolution 

Fig 7.2, FFT spectrogram of B1, replica of A1. See appendix B for higher resolution 
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When comparing the spectrograms in figure 7.1 and 7.2, there were evidential differences in 
the amount of high frequency information between stimulus A1 and B1, with the reason being 
the recording of the snare drum, which contained crosstalk from the closely positioned hi-hat 
cymbal. This information is not present in the replica. The decay of the replicas’ was slightly 
longer than the acoustic performances. This occurred when the acoustic performance was 
used as source for the detection in trigger. The decay of the last sample triggered exceeds the 
duration of the excerpt. 
 
The committee was consulted to compare the two audio files and evaluate if the replica was 
an accurate version of the originals articulation structure as well as comparable in amplitude. 
 
The question was formulated as: “Is the sampled replica equal to the acoustic performance in 
perceived amplitude and does the articulation structure match between the two?”  
All of the members individually agreed that the replica was an accurate representation of the 
acoustic performance, but commented on the potential distractions of the hi-hat. No 
comments regarding the varying decay times were provided. 

2.6(Experiment(1(–(Test(conditions(and(interface(
The pairs of stimuli (A1, B1, A2, B2) were imported into PRO TOOLS 10 where each 
stimulus was placed onto separate audio tracks and bussed to two separate auxiliary channels. 
To avoid potential visual giveaways from differences between the waveforms of each 
stimulus, each audio track was hidden in the GUI. The auxiliary channels were labeled as A 
and B to distinguish the replica from the original excerpt and memory locations was created 
to switch between the trials. The interface enabled the participants to listen between the 
stimuli by using a solo function (Avid, 2015). The interface GUI is presented with visible 
audio tracks in Figure 8.    

Fig 7.4. FFT Spectrogram of B2, replica of A2. See appendix D for higher resolution 
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2.7(Experiment(1(–(The(test(
The test was conducted in a small room (3.30m x 2.95m x 2.73m) with controlled acoustics. 
A computer containing the test-interface was connected through a Digidesign digi002-audio 
interface into a pair of speakers (Genelec 1030A). 
A set of instructions was constructed to guide the participants in the execution of the 
experiment (see Appendix E). The instructions were carefully designed to not influence the 
answers by providing the reader with any information regarding either the topic of the 
research or the stimuli, by not providing any information about the purpose or content of the 
test, the probability of answers based on preconceived opinions towards drum replacements in 
general were kept to a minimum.  
 
The participants were asked to describe the difference between the stimuli and were also 
instructed to focus on the content rather than the execution of the drum performance itself and 
to use any textual linguistics freely as long as they could describe what they perceived.  
 
6 individuals, representing the target 
population of trained listeners, 
volunteered to participate in the 
experiment. Each participant was asked to 
start with comparing the stimuli within 
trial 1 and then submit a brief description 
of the perceived differences into an 
electronic text document. After 
completing the first task, the test then 
proceeded into trial 2 where the same 
procedure as trial 1 was completed. The 
participants could listen and compare each 
stimuli unlimited times within a 30 minute 
time frame.  
  
Before starting, each participant was asked 
to read through written instructions 
explaining the conditions of the 
experiment. The instructions were 
provided in Swedish due to it being the 
native language of the participants. 
Instructions on how to interact with the test-interface were provided verbal by the test-leader 
who also verified that the participant understood the instructions before leaving the room. The 
participants responded by text in Swedish but have been translated by the author into English 
for the reader’s convenience. See Table 2.5 for transcripts.   

Fig. 8, the test-interface GUI (Graphical user 
interface) with visible audio tracks. Participants 
switched between auxiliary channels by using the 
solo-function. 
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2.8(Experiment(1(<(Analyzing(the(qualitative(responses(with(VPA(
The qualitative responses of experiment 1 were analyzed by using VPA (Verbal protocol 
analysis)(Ericsson and Simon, 1993). The 
method is used to categorize closely related 
words under a unified definition. By utilizing 
this method, patterns within the responses could 
be investigated to obtain a further understanding 
on how the participants perceived the effect of 
crosstalk-neutralization when comparing the 
stimuli. From the qualitative responses, the most 
commonly mentioned words were sorted into 4 
categories (Table 2.6).  
 

• Overall expression 
Words and phrases that focuses on the musical 
expressions of the performance e.g. feels 
artificial… or feels more/less vivid than… 

 
• Spatial Qualities  

Words or phrases that focuses on spatial 
properties in the stimuli e.g. room acoustics and 
reverberation. Not to be confused with the 
acoustic behavior of the drums. 

 
• Spectral Qualities 

Words or phrases that focuses on differences in 
frequency content e.g. more/less low frequency 
information, more/less high frequency 
information etc. 

 
• Acoustic properties 

Words and phrases that focuses on the acoustic behavior and acoustic interaction of and between 
individual components e.g. Snare drum and kick drum feels more/less unified than… or the toms feel 
more/less distinctive than…  

 
The result from the first 
experiment suggests that the 
participants distinguished 
differences between the stimuli 
(Fig. 9). All participants 
identified the crosstalk-
neutralization by providing 
responses that both directly and 
indirectly mentioned crosstalk, 
which provides credibility 
towards the research topic. The 
most mentioned differences 
were identified as changes in  

Translations between Swedish and English 
Levande Vivid 
Onaturlig Artificial 
Isolerad Isolated 
Separerad Separated 
Ofärdig Unpolished 
Enhetlig Unified 
Mer Ton More resonant 
Mer Energi More Energy 
Mänsklig Human-like 
Naturlig Natural 
Tydlig Distinct 
Stum Muted 
Rumskänsla Ambient 
Mer/mindre Bas More/Less low frequencies 
Mer/mindre Diskant More/Less high frequencies 
Muddig Muddy 
Rörig Messy 
Rå Raw 
Mindre perfektion Imperfections 
Musikalisk Musical 
Öppen Airy 
Större Bigger 
Sammanhängande Sustained 

Overall 
expression Spatial Qualities Spectral Qualities Acoustic 

properties 
Artificial Ambient Muddy More resonant 

Vivid Isolated More/less Bass Separated 
Human-like Airy More/Less Treble Unified 

Natural Bigger More energy Unpolished 
Musical   Raw 

Imperfections   Muted 

   Messy 

   Distinct 

   Sustained 
    

Table 2.5, Transcripts of the qualitative 
responses translated from Swedish to English 

Table 2.6, words extracted from the qualitative results were sorted into 
4 categories’  
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the acoustic properties between the stimuli. Some of the participants provided words 
describing the impact on the overall expression of the performance to further articulate the 
perceived effect of the differences. These words were used to establish a definition of the 
believability of drum replacements. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Some examples of excerpt phrases mentioned from the answers were: 
 
“A appears more vivid than B 'cause there were more crosstalk present, which provides a 
more unified performance.” – Overall expression and acoustic properties. 
 
"A contains far more crosstalk. This results in a more human-like feeling compared to B. It 
also results in every stroke in A seems longer, meaning that toms and snare has longer 
sustain." – Acoustic properties and overall expression.  
 
"B feels more distinct than A but this results in it feeling static. It sounds artificial" – acoustic 
properties and Overall expression 
 
"In A, the transitions between the components of the drum kit are sustained. In B it’s more 
evident that separate drums are being played. This results in A being perceived as more 
musical, while B sounds more artificial" – acoustic properties and overall expression. 

2.9(Defining(Believability(
By examining these phrases, the degree of believability seems to be directly connected to the 
acoustic relationships between individual drums. The crosstalk seems to add information that 
is perceived as improving the acoustic interactions of the drum kit, framing the performance 
in a satisfying way. Hints of this effect can also be seen when examining the data of the 
spectrograms (Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4) where it can be noticed that the stimulus containing 
crosstalk has slightly longer sustained events than the replica.    
When excluding the crosstalk-information, the participants experienced the stimulus to be less 
human-like and more artificial. This phenomenon is further used as a definition to explain 
believability.   

Fig 9, Bar chart showing the amount of words that were sorted into each category  
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2.10(Experiment(2(<(Refining(stimuli(
Based on the results from the evaluation of experiment 1, another set of stimuli was created to 
investigate if the acoustic properties of the replica could be improved to enhance the 
believability whilst preserving the benefits of drum replacements. The refined stimuli 
involved the drum pattern being played in its entirety across all five components of the drum 
kit. The stimuli were designed to not include any stimulus purely based on the acoustic 
recording to force an evaluation among only replicas.  
 
A replica (R0) was created by utilizing the same method as the stimuli creation in experiment 
1. The replica contained no crosstalk to investigate if the target population would show any 
preference towards crosstalk-neutralization when being asked the question “Which would you 
rather work with in a production scenario?” 3 
additional versions of the replica (R1, R2, R3) 
were created, each blending different sources 
of crosstalk (Table 2.7).  
  
The differences in amplitude and energy levels 
were measured to observe the influence of the crosstalk-information (Table 2.8). Also 4 FFT 
frequency responses were extracted from the audio files and combined in a line plot (Fig. 10) 
to compare the spectral content of each stimulus. A set of spectrograms’ can be seen in Fig 
11.1 – 11.4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

R0 Replica w/o Crosstalk 
R1 Replica w Crosstalk from snare drum 
R2 Replica w Crosstalk from kick drum 
R3 Replica w Crosstalk from Toms 

Refinement R0(A) R1(B) R2(C) R3(D)   
True peak level -3,71 -3,62 -3,55 -3,67 dBFS 
RMS -9,4 -9,66 -9,09 -9,37 dBFS 
Momentary Loudness -19,5 -20,9 -19,6 -19,3 LUFS 
Short-term Loudness -22 -22,8 -21,7 -21,8 LUFS 

Table 2.7, Replicas’ w different sources of crosstalk 

Table 2.8, measured dynamics and energy levels for the refined 
stimuli. 

Fig. 10, Line chart of stimuli frequency responses. Black line represents 
R0; red line represents R1; blue line represents R2; yellow line represents R3 
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Fig 11.1, FFT Spectrogram showing frequency density of R0, Replica w/o crosstalk. See Appendix F 
for higher resolution 

Fig 11.2, FFT Spectrogram showing frequency density of R1, Replica w crosstalk from snare drum. See 
Appendix G for higher resolution 
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fig 11.4, FFT Spectrogram showing frequency density of R3, Replica w crosstalk from toms. See Appendix I 
for higher resolution 

Fig x.3, FFT Spectrogram showing frequency density of R2, Replica w crosstalk from kick 
drum. See appendix x for higher resolution 

Fig 11.3, FFT Soectrogram showing frequency density of R2, Replica w crosstalk from kick drum. See 
Appendix H for higher resolution 
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2.11(Experiment(2(–(Test(conditions(and(interface(
For the second experiment, a slightly modified version of the test setup from experiment 1 
was used. It contained 4 stimuli (R0 – R3) with hidden audio tracks, bussed to 4 separate 
auxiliary tracks labeled as A, B, C and D. It consisted of 2 trials (Containing the same set of 
stimuli for evaluation) where the test participants in each trial had to choose 1 out of the 4 
stimuli based on questions provided by a questionnaire (Appendix J). To minimize the 
chances of decisions made based on recognition, the stimuli were randomized to not appear in 
the same auxiliary between trials. As seen in Table 2.9 a pattern of randomization were 
created to further reduce the potential colorization of external input (participants discussing 
the stimuli with not-yet confirmed participants)  
 
Table 2.9, 5 Randomization patterns for test interface.  

 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 1 Trial 2 

Aux. A A D D C D B A B C B 
Aux. B B C C D A C D C B A 
Aux. C C B A B C D B A D C 
Aux. D D A B A B A C D A D 

 
Before the experiment was conducted, 5 separate pro tools-sessions were designed according 
to the randomization patterns. 
 
Similar to experiment 1, the participants were given no background information regarding the 
stimuli provided and the participants were instructed to evaluate the stimuli based on the 
question provided with each trial of the experiment and not to proceed to trial 2 before 
completing trial 1. After completion of trial 1, they were instructed not to go back to trial 1 
and compare the trials against each other.  
 
Trial 1: The participants were asked to choose the stimulus that they would rather work with 
from a production value perspective and explain why they choose that exact stimulus. 
 
A brief introduction to the question in trial 1 was provided to guide the participants to focus 
on the production value of the stimuli.  
 
Trial 2: The participants were asked to choose the stimulus that, by their opinion, best 
captured the acoustic properties of the drum kit as a whole. The participants were also asked 
to further describe why they choose that specific stimulus.  

(

(
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2.12(Experiment(2(–(The(test(
The test was conducted with the same conditions as experiment 1. A computer containing the 
test-interface was connected through a Digidesign digi002-audio interface into a pair of 
speakers (Genelec 1030A).  
20 representatives of the target group were invited to participate in the experiment. 
Participants of experiment 1 were barred from participating in experiment 2. The same test 
procedure as in experiment 1 was used and each session took about 30 minutes to complete. 
Each participant was asked to read through written instructions (in Swedish) provided in the 
questionnaire and instructions on how to interact with the interface were provided by the test 
leader. The participants submitted their answers in an electronic text document and the 
answers were compiled after each test for analysis.  

3.!Results!and!analysis!of!preference!!
When examining the results from the preference test of experiment 2 (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13), 
the replica without crosstalk scored the overall lowest out of the 4 stimuli. The replica 
containing crosstalk from the snare drum were evidentially favored in trial 2 while being one 
of the highest scoring of Trial 1 alongside the replica containing crosstalk from toms.   
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Fig 13, bar chart showing the preference of the participants in Trial 2 when asked;  
“Which do you think captures the acoustic properties of the drum kit more accurate?” 
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Fig 12, bar chart showing the preference of the participants in Trial 1 when asked; 
 “Which would you rather work with in a production scenario?” 
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3.1!Chi!Square!Goodness!of!fit!
To investigate the statistical significance of the results generated from preference in 
experiment 2, the data was analyzed using a Chi square goodness of fit method (Hinton, 
2004).   
Null hypothesis (H0) – Trained listeners with experience in hearing drums in a recording 
situation does not have a preference of crosstalk when evaluating the believability and 
production value of drum replacements in music production. 
 
Alternative Hypothesis (HA) – Trained listeners with experience of hearing drums in a 
recording situation does have a preference of crosstalk when evaluating the believability and 
production value of drum replacements in music production. 
 
The level of significance = 0.05 
Degrees of freedom = 3 
 
The significance is determined by a critical value of 7.82 (Hinton, 2004), which needs to be 
exceeded in order to accept HA. Values lower than 7.82 accepts H0. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In trial 1, the critical value was not exceeded by !!, making the results non-significant. 
Therefor H0 is accepted. 
 
In trial 2, the critical value is exceeded (!! = 13.2), making the results significant. HA is 
accepted.   
  

Trial(1( Times(preferred(
(R0(–(Replica(w/o(crosstalk(( 2( 1.8(

R1(–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(snare(drum( 7( 0.8(
R2(–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(kick(drum( 4( 0.2(
R3(–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(toms( 7( 0.8(

! !!( 3.6(

Trial(2( Times(preferred(
(R0(–(Replica(w/o(crosstalk( 3( 0.8(

R1(–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(snare(drum( 12( 9.8(
R2!–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(kick(drum( 2( 1.8(
R3(–(Replica(w(crosstalk(from(toms( 3( 0.8(
! !!( 13.2(

Table 3.1, Trial 1 chi square results. 

Table 3.2, Trial 2 chi square results. 
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3.2!VPA!Results!and!analysis!
Words that reacted positively towards the content of each stimulus were extracted from the 
qualitative responses provided from the questionnaire and were translated from Swedish into 
English; see Appendix K. The words were coded with the VPA method, using the same 4 
categories as in the earlier analysis. Below are bar charts (Fig. 14.1 to Fig. 21.1) showing the 
magnitude of each category in which the words describing the favored stimulus were sorted. 
Pie charts (Fig. 14.2 to Fig. 21.2) are added to show the distribution of words. Word 
categorization and explanations of each category are provided in section 2.8. Words that 
describe the spectral and spatial qualities of the stimuli are included in the results to provide 
an accurate presentation of the distribution of the qualitative responses but are discriminated 
from the analysis in favor of the research question.   
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Fig 14.2, Trial 1 stimulus R0, Pie 
chart showing the distribution of 
words mentioned in percentages.  
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Fig 14.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 1 
stimulus R0. 
 

Fig 15.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 1 
stimulus R1. 
 

Fig 15.2, Trial 1 stimulus R1, Pie chart 
showing the distribution of words 
mentioned in percentages.  
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In trial 1, the replica containing crosstalk from snare drum (R1) and the replica containing 
crosstalk from toms (R3) received more positive responses regarding the acoustic properties of 
the performance than the replica containing crosstalk from kick drum (R2) and the replica 
without crosstalk (R0). R3 received the highest amount of positive responses regarding the 
acoustic properties but received only 1 positive response regarding the overall expression of 
the stimulus. R1 received more positive responses regarding the overall expression of the 
performance than the others whilst receiving 7 positive responses regarding the acoustic 
properties. R0 and R2 received similar amounts of responses on acoustic properties thus being 
of slightly different magnitude and not comparable to the magnitude of R1 and R3. 
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Fig 16.2, Trial 1 stimulus R2, Pie chart 
showing the distribution of words 
mentioned in percentages.  

Fig 16.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 1 
stimulus R2. 
 

Fig 17.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 1 
stimulus R3. 
 

Fig 17.2, Trial 1 stimulus R3, 
Pie chart showing the 
distribution of words 
mentioned in percentages.  
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Fig 20.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 2 stimulus R2. 
 

Fig 18.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 2 
stimulus R0. 
 

Fig 19.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 2 stimulus R1. 
 

Fig 18.2, Trial 2 stimulus R0, Pie 
chart showing the distribution of 
words mentioned in percentages.  

Fig 19.2, Trial 2 stimulus R1, Pie 
chart showing the distribution of 
words mentioned in percentages.  

Fig 20.2, Trial 2 stimulus R2, Pie 
chart showing the distribution of 
words mentioned in percentages.  
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In trial 2, all stimuli received positive responses regarding the acoustic properties. The replica 
with crosstalk from snare drum (R1) received the highest amount of positive responses than 
the other stimuli. R1 received overall highest amount of positive responses regarding acoustic 
properties and overall expressions of the entire experiment. R3 received more responses 
regarding overall expression than acoustic properties. 

4.!Discussion!
When comparing the results in experiment 2: trial 1, R1 and R3 scored equal as the most 
preferred stimuli among the participants and the qualitative responses shows that both stimuli 
received the highest amount of positive responses regarding the acoustic properties of the 
content. This suggests that there might be a connection between the presence of crosstalk in 
drum replacements and preferred production value, however the chi square test shows that 
there are no significance to the outcome of trial 1, which needs to be further researched in 
order to confirm that such an connection exists.  
 
On the other hand, the chi square test showed statistical significance in the outcome of 
experiment 2: trial 2, where 12 out of 20 participants choose R1 to be considered the stimulus 
that best captured the acoustic properties of the drum kit. 38% of the qualitative responses 
mentioned an improvement in perceived resonance of the drum kit when blending crosstalk 
from the snare drum. By analyzing the frequency responses of the stimuli (Fig. 10), R1 is the 
only stimulus that evidentially deviates in spectral content from the others (+-2.5dB, 60Hz - 
2.8kHz). The spectrograms’ shows that the resonances of each drum component ranges from 
~ 60Hz to ~ 200Hz. It’s possible that the crosstalk from the snare drum emphasizes the 
resonance-frequencies in individual drum components, improving the acoustic properties of 
the drum replacements in a positive way. When further analyzing the spectrogram of each 
stimulus (Appendix G), R1 holds higher intensity around 5kHz – 16kHz than the other stimuli.  
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Fig 21.1, Bar chart showing the magnitude of  
qualitative responses within each category for Trial 
2 stimulus R3. 
 

Fig 21.2, Trial 2 stimulus R3, Pie 
chart showing the distribution of 
words mentioned in percentages.  
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This fluctuation in high frequency intensity might potentially be generated by crosstalk from 
the hi-hat cymbal entering the support microphone of the snare drum.  
 
An interesting observation regarding the qualitative responses is that most participants chose 
to use the same words when describing attributes of the stimuli. The author expected the 
experiments to elicit a greater amount of variations of attributes than what was gathered. This 
might be an effect of easily defined differences in the crosstalk-information or well-
recognized linguistics within the target population.  
 
There is a possibility that the outcome of the level of significance of Experiment 2 - Trial 1 
would have been different if the participants were informed of the production target for the 
stimuli. The production value of an industrial metal-performance might very much differ from 
the preferred production value of a rock/pop song.    
 
The overall results and observations shows that the acoustic behaviors of drum replacements 
are affected by crosstalk-neutralization, which makes the material less believable in terms of 
human-like expressions. It seems possible to improve the acoustic relations by adding 
crosstalk from individual sources and, depending on the crosstalk’s position in the drum setup, 
the believability will be evaluated differently. This work has proven that the presence of 
crosstalk is an important parameter to consider if one is to pursue improved believability in 
drums replacements.  
 

4.1(Critique(and(future(research(
When evaluating the methodology of this work, there are some steps that could have been 
improved to achieve more validity to this work.  
  
The committee commented on the differences in high frequency content between stimulus A1 
and B1 to be a potential distraction in the evaluation process. This was confirmed when 
conducting experiment 1, where some of the participants commented on the distraction of the 
hi-hat cymbal after completing the experiment. This could have been avoided by recording a 
separate set of stimuli playing a modified version of the drum pattern w/o hi-hat, instead of 
extracting excerpts from the original acoustic performance. If the experiment were to be 
reproduced, the stimuli should contain equal amount of drum components to achieve a more 
accurate evaluation. This could provide even more specific descriptions regarding the 
influence of crosstalk-neutralization to investigate. 
 
The questions and instructions provided in the questionnaires were designed to not elicit any 
preconceived opinions regarding drum replacements in general by not revealing the fact that 
the majority of stimuli were sampled replicas’ of an acoustic performance. Neither the 
research topic or background information on the stimuli was provided to the participants and 
by doing so, some participants seemed unsure about the purpose of the experiment, which was 
detected by the author when analyzing the qualitative responses of experiment 2 where  
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several participants submitted speculations on what they thought had been done in the 
creation of the stimuli, thinking that was the expected answer. These speculations were 
removed from the analysis due to no relevance towards the research topic. 
 
Also, more detailed and relevant responses could have been obtained if the instructions for 
experiment 2 were reformatted to focus the participants’ attention towards describing the 
acoustic relationships of the drum kit instead of being given the free choice of describing 
attributes that wasn’t relevant to the experiment itself e.g. spectral and spatial qualities.  
 
The randomization patterns used in experiment 2 proved to work as intended. All participants 
thought that trial 2 contained different stimuli than trial 1.   
 
The methodology of this work proved to be successful in collecting data to answer the 
research question but, as mentioned, there are some adjustments that should be considered if 
future research were to implement this methodology.  
 
It would be interesting to see the outcome of a similar test when including ambience 
microphones to complement the drum replacements. Another option would be to use small 
amounts of digital reverberation to simulate the ambience of a recording space and see if the 
acoustic properties of the drum replacements could be improved without using sources of 
crosstalk.   

4.2(Conclusion(
The results from the research showed interesting findings in how the believability in a 
performance is evaluated when addressing crosstalk-neutralization. The results suggest that 
trained listeners who are used to hear drums in a recording situation are able to distinguish the 
absence of crosstalk-information in drum replacements very well but doesn’t have a 
preference regarding the production value of crosstalk in a drum performance. The results 
showed tendencies towards a pattern where stimuli that received high amount of positive 
responses regarding the acoustic properties of drum replacements processed by crosstalk from 
the snare drum, also generated positive responses regarding the overall believability. Words 
like “Natural” and “Vivid” were often mentioned to describe the effect of the perceived 
improvement in acoustic properties. With this information, improvements of acoustic 
properties in drum replacements may be used to enhance the believability of drum 
replacements in music production.  
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Appendix(B(–(Spectrogram(B1(
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Appendix(C(–(Spectrogram(A2(
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Appendix(D(–(Spectrogram(B2(
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Appendix(E(–(Experiment(1(Questionnaire(
&

&

Välkommen&till&mitt&c9arbete.&&

&

Vänligen&läs&igenom&nedanstående&instruktioner&innan&du&påbörjar&testet.&&

&

Du&kommer&att&få&lyssna&igenom&två&stycken&ljudexempel.&Du&får&justera&volymen&fritt&under&

lyssnandets&gång&och&du&får&lyssna&på&exemplen&hur&många&gånger&du&vill.&Jag&kommer&inte&att&

presentera&någon&bakgrundsinformation&om&ljudexemplen&då&målet&med&detta&test&är&att&ta&

reda&på&hur&DU&uppfattar&skillnaden&mellan&dessa&två.&Ta&god&tid&på&dig.&&
&

Testet&är&uppdelat&i&två&omgångar&och&testledaren&ger&instruktioner&för&hur&testet&genomförs.&

&

Din%uppgift%är%som%följande:%
&

Beskriv&egenskaper&hos&de&båda&ljudexemplen&som&DU&anser&skiljer&exemplen&från&varandra.&&
Skriv&gärna&egenskaperna&i&punktform&med&en&kortfattad&motivering&till&varför.&&

%
Ex:&”Ljudexempel*2&har&mer/mindre&av&egenskapen*X&jämfört&med&ljudexempel*1&och&detta&gör&att&jag&upplever&
ljudexempel*2&som…”&
&

%
Omgång%1.%
&

(skriv&här)&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

%
%
Omgång%2.%%
%
(Skriv&här)&

&

&

&
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Appendix(J(–(Experiment(2(Questionnaire(
 
 
Hej och välkommen till mitt lyssningstest. 
 
Vänligen läs igenom nedanstående instruktioner innan du påbörjar testet. 
 
Testet kommer att ske i 2 omgångar där du skall lyssna på 4st ljudexempel och jämföra dessa mot 
varandra. Ingen bakgrundsinformation om ljudexemplen kommer att ges utan testet handlar helt och 
hållet om din subjektiva åsikt. Testet uppskattas att ta mellan 10 till 30min.  
 
Din uppgift är att noga lyssna igenom ljudexemplen och besvara frågorna som finns i detta dokument 
så utförligt som möjligt. Det finns en fråga i varje omgång vars svar innefattar 4 kryssrutor (1 per 
ljudexempel) och ett fält där du ombeds att motivera ditt kryss-svar i textform.  
 
Efter att du är klar med omgång 1 så fortsätter du till omgång 2 där 4st nya ljudexempel presenteras. 
Du får lyssna på och jämföra de olika ljudexemplen hur många gånger du vill men när du lämnar 
omgång 1 så får du EJ gå tillbaka till denna för att jämföra med omgång 2.  
 
Du justerar själv volymen innan varje omgång men reglerar ej denna under lyssnandets gång 
(ljudexemplen är normaliserade för att hålla samma nivå) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Fråga 1. 
Oftast vid musikinspelningar så arbetar ljudtekniker/producenter och musiker tillsammans för att få ett 
så bra ljud ur instrumenten som möjligt. Mycket tid går till att välja de rätta mikrofonerna för 
ändamålet och att hitta de optimala mikrofonplaceringarna för att fånga instrumentets naturliga klang. 
Allt detta jobb görs för att i slutändan ha så bra utgångsläge som möjligt när materialet skall mixas 
ihop. 
 
Sett ur ett produktionsperspektiv med detta i bakhuvudet så vill jag att du besvarar följande fråga: 

 
Vilken utav dessa ljudexempel skulle du föredra att arbeta med? 

 
 

Kryssa här > 

 
 

Varför? 
(Motivera ditt svar här) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
A 

B C D 

    



 

 

 
  
 

Fråga 2. 
 
Vilken utav dessa ljudexempel anser DU fånga instrumentets akustiska klang 
bäst?  

 
 

Kryssa här > 
 

 
Varför? 
(Motivera ditt svar här) 

   A B C D 
    



 

 

Appendix(K(–(Translations(of(qualitative(data(from(experiment(2(
 

Swedish(( English(

Naturligt( Natural(

Tydligt( Distinct(

Sammanhängande( Sustained(

Separerat( Separated(

Levande( Vivid(

Rumskänsla( Ambient(

Djup(bas( Deep(lows(

Mindre(bas( Less(bass(

Mer(bas( More(bass(

Luftigt/öppen( Airy(

Mindre(diskant( Less(treble(

Mer(ton( More(resonances(

Ofärdigt( Unpolished(

Brett(frekvensinnhåll( Great(bandwidth(

Mer(botten( More(low(end(

Värme( Warmth(

Mer(energi( More(energy(

Mer(tryck(Punch)( Punch(


